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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A baby's bib comprising a moisture impervious back and a disposable front. The back has spaced shoulder straps forming a neck recess at the upper end with snap fastener elements near the ends of the shoulder straps and on the body of the back sheet so that they can be folded over its front surface with the disposable front held by the snap fasteners. At the bottom the back sheet has a foldable flap with snap fasteners adjacent to the ends and the sides thereof and in the body so that the flap can form a pocket by fastening the snap fasteners. The disposable front can also be folded at the bottom and held in the pocket by the snap fasteners. The back sheet may be made of any suitable moisture impervious material and the front sheet of any suitable absorbable material, preferably a nonwoven material, and especially paper toweling and nonwoven fabrics.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a baby's bib adapted to be fastened around its neck and lie on its chest which comprises a moisture impervious back sheet that can be used for a prolonged period and a removable, disposable moisture absorbing front sheet that can be removably held on the back sheet and which is disposed of after a single use. While any suitable material may be used for the front sheet it is preferred to use nonwoven toweling stock of the type available commercially on rolls.

The feeding of infants during the first few years of their lives is a daily task done by someone for the child or by the child itself, normally results in considerable spillage of the food. It has been common to provide the child at feeding time with a bib designed to catch the falling food and absorb the moisture in it. One widely used type is a cloth bib made of some absorbent fabric such as terry cloth, flannel, and the like. Such bibs have to be laundered which throws an additional burden upon the busy young mother. In many cases a cloth bib of the type mentioned is not adequate to prevent soiling of the child's garments because liquid frequently is spilled that will go right through the bib and soil the garments. Proposals have been made to eliminate this disadvantage by providing a moisture impervious backing for the fabric bib, either as an integral part of the bib or as a separable part which can be removed when the bib is to be laundered and which can be washed with a separate washing machine.

It has also been proposed to make bibs out of disposable material such as paper, and various devices have been suggested to enable paper to be used in this way. One suggestion was to provide a collar having opposite extending flaps with mating snap fastening elements so that the towel can be held between the opposite flaps when the snap fasteners are pressed together with the paper towel between them. Another suggestion was to provide a pad absorbent paper sheets held to an impervious back by facing the pad of paper to the impervious back along the sides and top or by providing snap fasteners in the same locations. Another suggestion was to provide a backing sheet of impervious material with a pocket at the bottom and having an absorbent sheet sewn to the top of the backing sheet through the center part of a tape that provided the means for fastening the bib to neck of the child. The absorbent sheet at the bottom was located in the permanent pocket formed by stitching the backing sheet along the sides. A similar suggestion involved forming the absorbent sheet with a tab that could be folded over the shoulder straps and fastened to the back of the bib by snap fasteners.

All of these prior suggestions have had disadvantages in cost, requirement for laundering, inconvenience in use, unsatisfactory performance for the intended object, or a combination of these. The present invention overcomes all of these disadvantages of the proposals and suggestions of the prior art and provides a very inexpensive, efficient and satisfactory baby's bib, as will appear in greater detail from the description of the invention taken in conjunction with the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a front view of the back sheet of a baby's bib in open position;
FIG. 2 is a front view of the front sheet in open position;
FIG. 3 is a front view of the baby's bib with the front sheet removable held against the front surface of the back sheet;
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view through the shoulder strap and disposable sheet on the line 4–4 of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view through the pocket thereof with the absorbent sheet in position therein along the line 5–5 of FIG. 3; and
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view through the assembly bib adjacent to the neck recess along the line 6–6 of FIG. 3.

Referring to FIG. 1, a back sheet 10 is provided of moisture impervious material such as plastic, e.g., cellophane, polyvinyl, polyethylene, oil cloth, oiled silk, and the like. The shape of sheet 10 is preferably generally rectangular so as to underlie a rectangular moisture-absorbable sheet of rectangular shape, but other shapes are within the scope of the invention, e.g., the sheet may be broadened adjacent to the upper end, as seen in FIGS. 1 and 3, for aesthetic purposes. The thickness of the sheet may be varied to give any desired physical characteristics such as flexibility, shape retention, feel, etc. At the upper end of the back sheet 10 are a left shoulder strap 12 and a right shoulder strap 14 at each side of a neck opening or recess 16. At the bottom end of the back sheet 10 is a pocket forming flap 18.

Snap fasteners are used for holding the shoulder straps and the pocket forming flap against the front surface of the back sheet when they are folded over as described hereinafter. Snap fasteners ordinarily comprise what may be termed a male element and a female element, the male element is provided with a projection which is adapted to fit in the recess of the female element and to be held in assembled position by some kind of spring means. The particular structure of the snap fasteners used in the present invention is not of great importance except in the embodiment in which the snap fasteners serve to formate the sheet of absorbent material and in this case the structure of the male and female elements should be such as to accomplish this perforation.

A first element 20 of a snap fastener is secured to the left shoulder strap 12 adjacent to its free end. A similar first element 20 of the snap fasteners are pressed together with the paper towel between them. Another suggestion was to provide a pad absorbent paper sheets held to an impervious back by facing the pad of paper to the impervious back along the sides and top or by providing snap fasteners in the same locations. Another suggestion was to provide a backing sheet of impervious material with a pocket at the bottom and having an absorbent sheet sewn to the top of the backing sheet through the center part of a tape that provided the means for fastening the bib to neck of the child. The absorbant
to the other corner. A second element 32 of a snap fastener is secured to the body 10 adjacent to the same side of the back sheet as element 28 in position to mate with it when the flap is folded over the front surface of the sheet. A similar second element 34 of a snap fastener is secured to the back sheet on the opposite side to mate with element 30 on the flap. It will be apparent from the foregoing that when shoulder strap 12 is folded over and mated with element 24 that there will be a fold line 36 mid-way between the snap fasteners. Similarly when shoulder strap 42 is folded over and mated with snap fastener 46, a second element 32 of a snap fastener is secured to the body 10 adjacent to the same side of the back sheet as the element 32 of a snap fastener 46 at the other end thereof. These snap fasteners may also be the typical two element type with one element secured to the back sheet 10 adjacent to the fold lines 36, 38, and the other element adjacent to the ends of the strap. It has been found convenient to have these elements on the back sheet 10 so arranged that the strap is fastened to the back side of the sheet. This enables the strap to be fastened and unfastened readily without having to work in the space between the back sheet and the part of the shoulder strap which is folded over it.

A front sheet 24 of moisture absorbent material is provided which has a width approximating the width of the back sheet 10 and a length preferably somewhat longer than the distance between the bottom of the neck opening or recess and the bottom end of the sheet when the flap is open. FIG. 2 shows such a sheet of moisture absorbent material with perforations 25, 27, 29, 31, 33 and 35 so located that when the front sheet is laid over the open back sheet these perforations will lie, respectively, over the snap fastening elements 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 and 34.

To secure the sheet 50 to the back sheet 10, the shoulder flaps are folded along lines 36 and 38, respectively, and the snap fasteners are then engaged through perforations 29 and 33. The bottom ends of the sheet 50 and 10 are then folded along the line 40 so that the snap fasteners may be mated through the overlying projections 29 and 33 for snap fasteners 25 and 32 and perforations 31 and 35 for snap fastener 30, 34. FIG. 4 shows the relation of the parts when thus assembled through shoulder strap 14. FIG. 5 shows the relation of parts through the pocket flap at the right side of the bib as worn by a child with the snap fasteners in position to be engaged by pressing them together.

It is preferred, but not essential, to locate the sheet 50 on the sheet 10 so that the upper end of sheet 50 extends into the neck recess where it can be folded over as shown in FIG. 6 so that the baby's neck comes into contact only with the absorbent material and not into contact with the sheet 10 of impervious material which may have a feel that is not as pleasant and comfortable to the baby as the sheet of absorbent material.

The sheet may be made of any suitable moisture absorbent material including woven fabrics such as flannel, terry cloth, and the like but such materials are not preferred because they are relatively expensive and require laundering unless one is willing to bear the expense of disposing of a material as costly as flannel or terry cloth each time the bib is used. A preferred absorbent material, therefore, is a nonwoven material such as paper made predominantly of wood fibers or nonwoven fabric made predominantly of rayon and/or cotton fibers.

One of the outstanding features of the present invention is that commercial paper towels of the type which is widely available in grocery and paper products stores can be used. These towels come either in interleaved single sheets, such as are usually dispensed from dispensing cabinets in washrooms or as a roll of paper with perforations that can readily be torn apart to provide individual sheets. These paper towels are highly absorbent and inexpensive and by using snap fasteners which are able to perforate the sheet it is unnecessary to modify the conventional commercial form of paper towel. All that a mother would have to do to prepare the bib for use is to lay it out flat as shown in FIG. 1, tear off a suitable length of the paper towel stock, locate it over the back sheet, fold the back sheet along the fold lines and press the snap fasteners together. The bib is then ready to be placed around the neck of the child and fastened thereby the type of means described hereinabove. With one embodiment of the bib of the invention and one brand of paper towels the length of stock used was two towels long, i.e., three perforations across the open end of said neck recess to secure the upper end of the bib around a baby's neck, at least one
end of said neck strap being removably secured to said sheet.

2. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 1 in which said pocket comprises the bottom end of said moisture impervious sheet folded back over the front surface thereof, a first element of a snap fastener secured at each side of the bib facing the front surface and a second element of each snap fastener secured at each side of the folded back end facing the back surface thereof to mate with its first element to hold the bottom end in pocket forming position, said snap fasteners being adapted to pass through an absorbant sheet.

3. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 1 in which the moisture impervious sheet is a plastic sheet.

4. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 1 in which the means to secure the upper end of the bib around a baby's neck comprises a strap removably fastened to the shoulder straps by snap fasteners.

5. A baby's bib comprising a moisture impervious back sheet having a front surface and a disposable moisture-absorbable front sheet removably held against said front surface, said back sheet having an upper end provided with spaced shoulder straps forming a neck recess and a lower end provided with a pocket formed by a reverse bend of the end of said sheet as a front flap, a first element of a snap fastener secured to each shoulder strap adjacent to its free end and to said front flap adjacent to its free end and each end of the bib, a second element of each snap fastener secured to said back sheet in a position to mate with its first element when the straps and flap are folded back over said front surface, said moisture-absorbable front sheet having perforations registering with said snap fasteners and being held against said front surface under said straps and flap by said snap fasteners passing through said perforations, and means to hold the upper end of the bib around a baby's neck.

6. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 5 in which the moisture-absorbable sheet is nonwoven material.

7. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 6 in which the nonwoven material is paper.

8. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 6 in which the non-woven material is a nonwoven fabric.

9. A baby's bib as set forth in claim 5 in which snap fasteners are adapted to perforate a non-woven sheet material and the moisture-absorbable sheet is toweling stock.
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